The 1954-55 edition of Pi Kappa Phi was edited by Gerry Blocker with Pete Harrison keeping the minutes and Rudy Bittle ringing the cash register. The opening pages are filled with news of the Wild West party and the annual Founders' Day Banquet in the fall quarter. Thumbing through the white, blue and gold bound volume the Pi Kappa Phi Rose Ball makes its appearance as does their sweetheart, the Rose of Pi Kappa Phi. The winter formal is annually attended by Pi Kaps from all three Atlanta chapters. The spring house party fills the next few pages. In the index are found Hugo Peters and Fentress Rhodes in I.F.C. Gerry Blocker, Al Butler and Jim Murray in the Bulldog Club. Goetz Eaton was flight leader on the Air Force Drill Team. The closing pages foresee chapter growth in size and prestige aided greatly by a new house to be built within the next three years.
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"And now, Mr. and Mrs. America . . ."
With Frank Smith in the driver's seat, the Sig Alphs got off to a great start with the largest pledge class on the campus. Forty-two freshmen came up the walk that fall Sunday afternoon. During the fall the boys at 221 Fourth Street boasted of such gridiron notables as Bill Fulcher, Mot Morrison, Bill Sennett, and Johnny Hunsinger. In the winter came the Founders' Day Formal and initiation as SAE celebrated its 99th anniversary. Other social high spots were the quarterly house parties, the Christmas party for the orphans and the open house party for all the parents. For her second year, Mrs. McClain (Mother Mac), reigned as queen of the household. Seen carrying the purple and gold about the hill were Johnny Hunsinger, ODK; George Harris, Junior Class president and Koseme prexy; Skeeter Hollis, gavel-banger for the Bulldog Club and Bill Finley presided over the Arnold Air Society. Buddy Parker, Jerry Dilts, Hollis, Finley and Harris were all on Student Council. Rounding out the list were Harry Dukes and Kell Williams, who presided over the I.M. Club and Debating Society, respectively.

... And this one here ...
And like all Tech men we don't smoke, drink or look at women.

"... Rockin' with Red."
"Ventulett's Folly."

Go, man, go!
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Who hid the catsup?

Aw, gee fellows, can't I have her back?
With one of the largest pledge classes on the campus, the White Cross boys jumped off to a flying start by winning the Rock Parade.... As usual, the fall Sweetheart Ball was one of the campus social highlights and the spring House Party won’t be forgotten in the near future. Numerous house dances also filled the social calendar.... Frank Christy, Allen Ecker, Carl Vereen and Ken Thrash were mainstays on the varsity football team and Dick Lenholt held down a berth on the varsity basketball team. In addition to taking part in other varsity sports, Sigma Chis also did themselves proud in all intramural sports.

Among the notables found about the “Glass House” are Ralph Paden, business manager of the Blue Print, Mike Cady, I.F.C. pres., Woody Bartlett, Managing Editor of the Blue Print, Gene Alford, president of Circle K International and Gil Evans, president of the Canterbury Club.... Capping third spot in last year’s scholastic standings, Sigma Chi continued its fine record of being one of the most outstanding fraternities at Tech.
SIGMA CHI

Tech's Ego Refinery.
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BETA PSI of

Our first place Rek.

Let's dance.
SIGMA CHI

Touchdown bound.

Brothers all.

Touchdown bound.
GAMMA ALPHA of

OFFICERS
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Governor Talmadge pays us a visit.

Time out from the Safari.
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Getting things started with a fine rush season highlighted by their well-known Jungle Party, the Serpent crew had a great year. Among the notoriety found at 750 Fowler Street were President Harvey Williams, Bob Williams was his chief cohort and James Seley took the minutes while Bob Gregorie counted the loot. George Bostic, vice president of A.I.E.E., was lieutenant commander of the N.R.O.T.C. Battalion. Jimmy Durham played a fine end on the varsity eleven and was N.R.O.T.C. Battalion supply officer. Bruce Baldwin was features editor of the Technique. Saint Nick arrived early for a number of Atlanta orphans during a party held for them by the Brothers. In the winter the spotlight fell on the White Rose Formal and the spring was highlighted by the Lake Raburn house party. The organization of the Parents' Club and the plans for a second story addition to the house rounded out the year's activities.

Happy natives.
Well, it's on the way!

The Senior Banquet.
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Barney—our mascot.

SIGMA NU
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It was a big year at Fifth and Fowler Streets. . . . The purple and red boys, led by Jack Pruitt, really jumped on the bandwagon and came up in everything. . . . In intramurals, the Sig Eps won their football league, took fourth place in the school aquatic meet and capped runner-up spot in their volleyball league. . . . Showing that scholarship was no longer neglected, the Sig Eps boasted a jump from last place in 1952 to third in the fall standings this year. . . . Socially, the “Brothers of the Heart” stepped out in every way. Gaining national recognition for their annual Christmas party, they beamed proudly when telling of the many house and patio dances and the good ole “balls” in the newly-decorated party room. The feature attraction of the social calendar was the Golden Heart Formal, supplemented by the spring house parties. . . . Heading a list of campus notoriety was Gordon Albury, ANAK, ODK, and editor of the Yellow Jacket. Gavel-banger Pruitt was secretary of Koseme, features editor of the Blue Print and Pi Tau Sigma. Bill Griffiths, chapter veep, was also vice president of the Bulldog Club. Quite a few brothers were found in Tau Beta Pi, Phi Kappa Phi, Pi Delta Epsilon and Chi Epsilon. . . . The years may go by but ’54-’55 will long be remembered as one of pride and joy for the Sig Eps.
Pruitt gets the jump.

No, that's not Arthur Godfrey and all the little Godfreys!
GEORGIA ALPHA of
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Anyone for baby-sitting?
Ouch! You're stickling me!

Duh, whadid you get for two times two?
It's not the gift, it's the thought that counts.

Founded
Columbia U.—1910 . . . . Tech—1922

With Gerald Bashuk in charge of proceedings, the Fourth Street boys jumped on the band wagon and pledged their largest class in three years. . . . Gerald's cohorts included right-hand man Alan Rubinson, record-keeper Bernard Kroll and cabbage-dispatcher Hugh Shulock. . . . One of the big items in the year's diary was the fall quarter Founders' Day Conclave week-end. . . . The feature of the spring social whirl was the annual Sweetheart formal, where the new TEP sweetheart was pinned. . . . Other social highlights were the Acworth Beach party and the annual pledge party. . . . The annual North-South chapter football game ended in a 6-6 tie. . . . In intramurals, the purple and white boys took second place in their football league and jumped off to early leads in basketball and bowling. . . . Seen wandering around in the newly decorated house were L.F.C. Trial Board member Bernard Kroll and Dick Cook who handled the photography chores for the Yellow Jacket. . . . Phil Baum made the freshman football team.
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Entering their sixth year on the campus, the Tekes returned to find their house completely refurnished and set to work to finish a beautiful patio in the back yard. With such surroundings to back them up, they pledged twenty-two fine men, their largest pledge class yet. Social activities are centered around the Carnation Ball where the Teke sweetheart was named. This annual affair is supplemented by numerous house dances and parties. The field of scholarship is bolstered by the annual award of a scholarship trophy. Roy Vaillant was the gavel-banger and Carl Bliem was his man Friday. Larry Wills took notes on the proceedings and Bill Reed jingled the change. Seen carrying the cherry and gray banner about the campus were Arnold Mangham and Francis Rust in I.T.C.; Ray Scarpetta was on the varsity swimming team and Rust was a mainstay on the varsity track team. Activities about the house included the formation of a Parents' Club which will aid Teke greatly.
Wonder what he said?

TAU KAPPA EPSILON
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CARL BLEIM
BILL CADLE
ALVARO CARDOSO
REGINALD CHUNG
JOHN DIMON
ED FAIR
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Piloted by Fred Crawford, the Theta Chi liner began its journey with a fine rush season which netted a great pledge class. . . . With Bill Cashin in the co-pilot's seat and Frank Rhodes recording the proceedings and Ron Moseley counting the change, the flight got a big boost from the Theta Chi national convention here in September. . . . Attractions of the flight during the fall were the post-football game parties augmented by the annual Christmas party. . . . By winter, the Theta Chis were well above the clouds and had clear sailing through the Carnation Ball and the crowning of the new Theta Chi Dream Girl. . . . In the warmer spring air, the plane set down in the north Georgia mountains for the annual spring house party. . . . Moving on, the journey saw the reception of the Rebel Reunion of southeastern Theta Chi chapters in Atlanta. . . . Seen stepping off the plane upon its arrival were Frank Rhodes, American Ceramics Society proxy; Ben James, Tau Beta Pi member and Bulldog Clubbers, Bill Cashin, Jerre Craddock, Bill Corley and Barry Coates. . . . Leaving the plane the boys carrying the red and white banner looked back with pride on a great year.
Is it true that it's only two days old?

The 'Wild One' and friend.
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Boots May pleads the case for the defense.
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Bert ROBERTSON
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Wendell RYLEE
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Jay SARAVO
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Bob SNIEPPEt
Al SHESS
John SippEl
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Allen StrICKLAND
John StrICKLAND
Jim TalEntino
R. F. Tanner
Jerome Tussey
ColEmAN Vickers
Dempsey WallACE
Tom Whatley
Morris WILLIAMS
John Wray
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Emilio Zeller

Study time.
"How dry I am...!"

Relaxing in the sun at the house party.
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Bound in azure and white, the latest edition of Theta Xi went to press with Joe Mullins in charge and Al Wills his chief cohort. Charlie McCranie was chief filing clerk and Joe Cremin stacked the nickels and dimes. . . . The youngest chapter on the campus, the Xi's boasted of an outstanding pledge class. . . . Afield, they copped their league volleyball crown and shone brilliantly in basketball. . . . Socially, the calendar was spotted with affairs such as the annual orphans' Christmas party, the Blue and Gray Formal in the winter and the Founders' Day Banquet in the spring. The social year came to a close with the house party at Unicoi State Park in May. . . . Channing Jones was photography editor for the Blue Print and he also teamed up with Al Wills as I.F.C. representatives. . . . All in all it was a banner year for the growing boys at 179 Fourth St.
Halloween brings out the strangest creatures.

Xmas for eight wonderful boys.
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BERNARD BARINAS
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BENJAMIN BENNET
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ARMANDO RIBENDE
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DONALD TAVINNER
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OLEN WEEKLY
HARRY WHEELER
ALLEN WILLS
The first edition of Alpha Xi Delta went to press on April 17, 1893 at Lombard College in Galesburg, Illinois. It hit the best seller list at Georgia Tech on September 4, 1954, when Tau Kappa, a local sorority, received its charter as Gamma Eta chapter. Edited by Diane Michel, the double-blue and gold bound volume is dedicated to Mrs. Blake R. Van Leer, who was instrumental in Gamma Eta's founding. Diane's able assistant was Elizabeth Herndon while Caroline Baber took the minutes and Shirley Clements counted the change. Thumb through the pages, one sees promise of future growth and prosperity. Highlights include the installation banquet at the Biltmore and Homecoming saw the advent of a new era, the entrance of the first Alpha Xi Delta in the annual Reck Parade. Rush parties resulted in a fine pledge class which, with the actives, forms a fine close-knit group which proclaims a banner initial year as Georgia Tech's first sorority.
The letters, I.S.O., stand for Independent Student Organization. The I.S.O. is a member organization of the N.I.S.A., National Independent Student Association. This group was formed on the Tech campus in the early part of 1948. It is an inexpensive organization that sponsors social activities and intramural sports, open to everyone who is not a member of any social fraternity. This organization is devoted to helping its members to become well rounded in their college life.